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Quintron has the technological proficiency
capable of designing, installing and
supporting a variety of dependable and allinclusive security solutions. With such a
diverse range of clients in the commercial,
industrial and governmental industries, we
are sure your company can benefit from
our reliable security solutions. With
practiced systems that satisfy the
unchallenging configurations to the most
complicated integrated solution needs of
our clients, we are sure to find a structure
to suit your needs.

Our Staff
Quintron takes pride in retaining certified
personnel who have been trained to
understand the complexities of many IT
environments and infrastructures. With
ever-changing technologies, our
technicians are sent to a choice of trainings
keeping their specialty certifications up-todate.

Design/ Build
Quintron takes pride in our customer
relationships from start to finish
establishing a clear understanding of the
level of protection your company requires.
Our relationships are built with the
attention and time we give to ensure a full
understanding of our client’s needs and
concerns prior to commencing a design.
Customization is a vital part of our
design/build process. Quintron strives to
ascertain a cost-effective solution is chosen
with a properly integrated system
achieving a well-organized blend of

technologies from where our system
starts to where another system must
begin.

CCTV
Deterrence, monitoring and witnessing
are key components to a reliable
surveillance system.
• Encouraging a would-be intruder to
move on to a more unchallenging target
can be your company’s simplest line of
theft and vandalism prevention.
• Monitoring your assets and ensuring
personal safety are two fundamental
reasons video surveillance is an
essential part of any security solution.
Being able to visually observe an event
can help business owners reduce costs
and inventory shrinkage due to theft.
• Witnessing a perpetrator in the act,
capturing crucial information to help
identify the suspect can ultimately
assist in capturing your criminal.
Actions, vehicles and images can be
captured by our vast assortment of
cameras and recorded using state-ofthe-art digital technology. Having the
capability to transfer recorded images
to a variety of media can be especially
beneficial to owners and law
enforcement personnel in the event of
a crime.
Quintron has access to a full range of
high resolution cameras, monitors,
DVR’s, NVR’s and hybrid recording
devices for indoor and outdoor
applications available to assist in
providing documented evidence when
you need it.
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